


OUT REACH PROGRAM

• 4 hr. Workshop Session

We conduct small scale
workshops for about 30 people 
per session.

This is more for an introduction to 
the hobby. We cover basic 
miniature painting techniques and 
tool maintenance. 

• Community/School Club

Setup a club to run the complete 
activity of Miniature Modelling, 
Historical Discussions and Terrain 
Build Up.

Annual Showcase events involving 
everyone to participate in a large 
scale production Diorama for 
display.





Assemble 
your Forces
Build and paint 

your brave men 

and armoured

tanks. 

You can play a 

fun game with 

just a squad or 

two each.

Historical 
Inspiration

From the 

Russian Front to 

the D-Day 

Landings, fight 

out the most 

brutal and 

famous battles 

of the Second 

World War.









Hail Caesar
From the Bronze 

Age to the Roman 

Empire, from the 

Spartans to 

Medieval Knights,

Hail Caesar is a 

tabletop wargame 

with massed 28mm 

armies, set in the 

Ancients era.



These books cover specific 

Roman campaigns, detailing 

the historic events and 

providing scenarios to refight 
the battles.





A range of 223 acrylic colours, very highly pigmented, formulated for models 

and miniatures. Model Color is indicated for all surfaces, and especially 

formulated to adhere to plastics and polyesters.

Modelcolor has been formulated with permanent pigments for fine arts; all colors are 

completely lightfast and opaque, (with the exception of the fluorescent and 

transparent colors, which are semi-opaque). 

The consistency of Modelcolor allows for an extremely smooth and uniform paint film, 

with no trace of brushstrokes. Professional model painters always work with a wet 

brush and dilute the paint with water or Mat Medium, applying many thin layers to 

achieve depth and shadows. 

The waterbased formula of Modelcolor has been specifically developed for adherence 

on difficult surfaces such as metal and plastic, but the product is not toxic, not 

flammable, and does not give off noxious fumes. 



Terrain & 
Landscape
Modeling scenery is 

one of the most 

creative and enjoyable 

aspects of building a 

layout, diorama, 

display or other 

project. The Terrain 

and Landscape 

Systems produce 

superior realism and 

make your modeling 

experience, easy and 
fail-safe.


